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Vanderbilt University Aerospace Design Laboratory’s rocket
placed third in the 2022 NASA Student Launch Competition.
The Vanderbilt team won the coveted NASA Student Launch
Project Review Award for the best documentation of the project
progress through 2021–22. The team has had unprecedented
success, with seven national championships in the last nine
years.

The NASA student launch competition is a NASA-conducted
and aerospace industry-evaluated engineering design
challenge built around a NASA mission. It is an intense eight-
month contest involving payload and rocket designs, project
reports, design reviews, outreach activities and website design,
followed by a grand finale launch each April. The Marshall
Space Flight Center Office of STEM Engagement manages the
student launch to stimulate innovation and advance NASA’s
mission through collaboration with educational institutions.

For this year’s competition, teams were challenged to design a
payload capable of autonomously locating the launch vehicle
upon landing by identifying the launch vehicle’s grid position on
an aerial image of the launch site without the use of a global
positioning system. The team tackled this problem using a
scale-invariant feature transform image processing algorithm in
conjunction with a camera imaging system with no moving
parts. SIFT was activated during the landing phase, at a
chosen altitude. The competition challenges given to the teams
have moved from structural engineering, propulsion and flight
dynamics, to incorporate robotics, software integrated systems
and machine-learning protocols with the goal of overall
perfection. 

The diversity of topics covered in the competition has attracted
engineering students from all departments at Vanderbilt,
making it a marquee enterprise.
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Vanderbilt rocketeers place second in
NASA launch competition 

The 2021–22 Vanderbilt Aerospace Design Laboratory Rocket Team
and their rocket Get Sifty won the coveted project review
award at the NASA Student Launch Competition on April 23, 2022, at
Bragg Farms in Toney, Alabama. (Vanderbilt University)

Vanderbilt is the lead institution for the Tennessee Space
Grant Consortium, a NASA educational program which is
composed of affiliate institutions from around the state. Each
state, as well as Washington, D.C., and Puerto Rico, has a
Space Grant Consortium as part of the NASA National Space
Grant and Fellowship Program. The goal of the Space Grant
Consortia is to inspire students from K-12 through the graduate
level to become excited about and pursue further education
and careers in NASA-related fields and the greater STEM
arena. The TSGC provides scholarships and fellowships to
undergraduate and graduate students at participating
institutions, sponsors undergraduate competition teams,
promotes research and teacher training, conducts outreach
activities throughout the state, and supports Tennessee
student participation in NASA summer programs. During FY
2022, TSGC provided significant financial and/or experiential
support to more than 40 students statewide and had an impact
on hundreds more.

Tennessee Space Grant Consortium 
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NASA Science Mission Directorate funding
at Vanderbilt

Conducting basic and applied research of new
technologies and design techniques for circuits that will
have to operate in the cold-temperature and high-radiation
environment of space.
Developing the science case for a new space-based
mission—called the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna—
that will fundamentally change our understanding of the
universe.
Using Earth-observing satellites to take an inventory of
submarine shallow volcanic eruptions and examine their
impact on the planet.
Using remote sensing data to improve our understanding
of ice sheet, ice shelf and glacier processes. 
Developing improved rainfall algorithms using data from
NASA’s Earth-observing satellites.

The Science Mission Directorate conducts scientific exploration
that is enabled by access to space. From space, in space, and
about space, NASA SMD supports research that advances our
understanding of our planet and universe. Projects funded at
Vanderbilt include:

With support from NASA, a team of researchers, led by a
research professor of electrical engineering, is partnering with
General Electric Research to develop silicon carbide power
components for NASA lunar surface applications. The aim is to
design and fabricate power transistors that will operate in the
challenging lunar environment—where heavy ions from the sun
and cosmic rays, combined with very high voltage required to
transmit significant power on the moon, sometimes actually
blow holes in power devices. Once completed, the new silicon
carbide devices could be used for everything from orbital
vehicles to lunar rovers to a moon base to an electrical grid on
the lunar surface. These new components will reduce the size
and weight of power conversion units in space and on the lunar
surface.

Radiation-hardened and efficient power
electronics for the moon 

A fourth year graduate student in the interdisciplinary materials
science program was awarded a fellowship by the NASA
Space Technology Graduate Research Opportunity for his

NASA Space Technology Graduate Student
Research Opportunity

work on identifying the origins of single-photon emitting defects
in semiconductor materials with the advent of quantum
technologies. These technologies offer enhanced sensing
capabilities, secure communications, and quantum computing
for large-scale simulations.


